
Dear Parents / Carers, 

 I hope you are all well. Please find attached the suggested home learning activities 

for Y3 this week. With the exception of the PE activity, I have listed them in the general order that 

we might approach them in school. PE is first because it seems like a good way to get up and get 

moving! 

Please note: 

For some of the resources, it may seem that there are multiple copies. If the sheets have stars on the 

bottom, the star reflects the level of work in terms of Y3 expectations. 

 

* working towards the expectations 

** working at the expectations 

*** working above the expectations 

 

There may be certain things that your child finds more challenging than others. It is ok for them to 

do a 1 star sheet if they need to. Likewise, if you feel your child can handle a push, give them a 3 star 

sheet. Even better – get them involved in talking about which sheet they think they can start on and 

give them the opportunity to switch if they need to. 

 

PE – 

Start the day with an active lesson. There are a range of free activities which you can access. 

 

The Body Coach (Joe Wicks) does a daily PE lesson at 9am 

https://www.youtube.com/thebodycoachtv 

Go noodle provides different mindfulness and yoga activities- https://www.gonoodle.com/good-

energy-at-home-kids-games-and-videos/ 

Just Dance is a video game where players dance to their favourite pop songs and copy moves from 

the screen. There are videos of the songs on youtube which you can dance to - 

https://www.youtube.com/user/justdancegame/videos 

Spelling and handwriting 

Choose either a short spelling or handwriting activity to do each day. 

Maths 

We have been learning about multiplication and division in school. Recently, we began looking at 

more formal methods for division, including the short method (bus stop method). 

 

The sheets which I have attached allow your child to develop this skill.  

There is a little video that a teacher has made which will explain this further if they need it. It also 

explains how to complete more challenging division problems such as : 

https://www.youtube.com/thebodycoachtv
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Video link: http://willowsprimary.primaryblogger.co.uk/2018/04/23/y3-short-division-method-

support/ 

English 

There are a range of English activities for you to complete (one a day). These include: 

 grammar and punctuation 

 creative writing 

 reading comprehension.  

Our focus when writing this half term has been around varying the way that we start sentences. I 

have attached a prompt to show your child to encourage them to think about how they are 

constructing their sentences during their creative writing activity. 

 

Afternoons 

We have sent home a variety of other daily tasks to complete with enough for one a day. These 

match with our current areas of learning which are: 

Topic (humanities) : The Stone Age, Bronze Age and Iron Age 

This activity is about Stonehenge. Can the children use the powerpoint or fact file to find out about it 

and answer the questions?  

Extension - You could make a model of a stone circle using anything you want: Lego, junk modelling, 

toilet roll tubes (if you have them), even biscuits! 

 

 

Science : Rocks and soils (Knowledge organiser attached to help you support your child) 

Rocks song: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b_4Y21Pprzw 

 

If you are able to, can you get outside and do a rock hunt? Complete the ‘Properties of Rocks’ 

activity sheet for the different rocks that you find.  

Please note: children may need further support with understanding new, key vocabulary 

(permeable, durable, density) 

http://willowsprimary.primaryblogger.co.uk/2018/04/23/y3-short-division-method-support/
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Not able to go outside? Use the videos on this page to find out more about rocks and their formation 

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/blog/science-homework-help-rocks-and-soils 

 

Music: Listen to the two different songs and record your thoughts and feelings on the sheet. 

 

Art: Can you make a tessellating pattern, inspired by M.C Escher. Use the instructions to help you.  

If you don’t have access to the materials needed, ask your child to find examples of tessellation 

around the home and photograph / sketch them. 

 

Other ongoing regular activities: TTRockstars, Sumdog, daily reading, homework books, working 

through statutory spelling lists for the year group (http://3b2019.brookburnprimary.net/spelling-

lists/), practising telling the time on a clock with hands (to the nearest 5 minutes). 

 

As always, please encourage your children to post on the class blogs: 

Miss Jones – http://3a2019.brookburnprimary.net 

 

Mr Alderdice – http://3b2019.brookburnprimary.net 

 

Also, feel free to tweet any pictures of anything that you are doing to @MrAlderdice so they can be 

shared with other children. 

 

Good luck with the tasks and I hope you are all in good health. 

 

Kind regards, 

Mr Alderdice and Miss Jones 
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